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Integrative and Synergictic Learning through Holistic Framework 

Raising Transformative Performance for Enterprises



The RESULTS programme is a collaboration between Singapore Management University 
(SMU) Academy, a champion in Lifelong Learning and Universal Stage, a consultancy-
based training firm to offer practical, industry relevant and impactful content to raise 
transformative performance for enterprises.

Advanced Diploma in Growing and Transforming Enterprises

Participants who complete a total of nine (09) inter-related tracks comprising of Strategy, 
People, Customer, Sales, Present, Negotiate, Manage, Create and Experience will receive 
the Advanced Diploma in Growing and Transforming Enterprises issued jointly by 
Singapore  Management University (SMU) Academy and Universal Stage.

Up to 90% Funding for Singaporeans and Permanent Residents

This programme has been approved for up to 90% course fee (excluding GST) funding for 
SMEs-sponsored employees who are Singaporeans and Permanent Residents.  Eligible 
companies who sponsor their employees for the course may claim for absentee payroll. 

Self-sponsored participants who are Singaporeans aged 40 years and above may enjoy up 
to 90% course fee funding while those who aged below 40 years or Singapore Permanent      
Residents may enjoy course fee grant at 70%.

Self-sponsored Singaporean participants aged 25 and above may tap on their SkillsFuture
Credit to defray the course fee.

THE RESULTS PROGRAMME

Certificates will be issued by SMU Academy 
to the participants who have successfully 
completed their training.

Participants can receive up to four types of 
certificates: The Certificate of Attendance, 
The Advanced Certificate in Growing 
Enterprises, The Advanced Certificate in 
Growing Enterprises and The Advanced 
Diploma in Growing and Transforming 
Enterprises. Outstanding participants who 
have shown high levels of engagement in 
class would be awarded The Progressive 
Learner Award as a special recognition.

CERTIFICATION PATHWAYS &
SPECIAL RECOGNITION
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WELCOME TO
THE WORLD OF RESULTS

Imagine a place far away where enterprises clearly know their business 
objectives and have plans for what they should do, with proper allocation of 
their resources.

In this magical land, all the employees from the enterprise are friendly and 
helpful, both to external customers and internal colleagues, even teams of 
sales people work hard not just to close transactional accounts but also seek 
to establish long term client relationships.

All the above sounds great except that it should not be just a dream. Isn’t this 
what all enterprises should aspire to be? This dream is POSSIBLE and should 
be the default description for every successful enterprise.
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Growing and transforming enterprises face a wide range of challenges as they 
strive to scale up and change within their industries, especially in an uncertain 
economic environment. 

The difficulty of managing performance on a larger scale centers on the ability 
of the enterprise to design and utilise a holistic approach to support planning, 
encourage employee development, increase customer satisfaction and raise 
sales concurrently.

Employees should be equipped with skills to present their ideas clearly to 
customers and negotiate effectively with clients to achieve their work 
objectives.  Grievance procedures and rules governing work should be 
established while employees who achieve their performance targets should be 
recognised and rewarded.

Enterprises must strive to transform themselves by identifying and providing 
new values that are required by the industries that they serve. Ultimately, those 
that are able to deliver the holistic experience to customers will emerge as the 
winners in the new normal. 

BACKGROUND OF THE PROGRAMME

The programme is specially designed for high performing participants with three 
key objectives.

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES

To design and develop robust content in a practical manner 
for participants who are busy and time-strapped to support 
business progression and sustainability
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To equip both senior and operational level employees 
with critical outcome-based skills, tools and techniques 
in formulating and achieving Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
by fostering a performance driven culture in the enterprise
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To provide follow-through support and interventions to 
extend the learning journey of knowledge acquisition towards 
effective application, implementation and achievement of 
results by participants in advancing enterprise growth

03
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The programme adopts a holistic framework that comprises of nine integrated 
tracks to drive the growth and transformation of enterprises.

HOLISTIC FRAMEWORK

Acting in unison, the tracks provide the impetus for rise, sustainment and growth 
of revenue and profits of the enterprise with the ultimate aim of maximising
shareholders’ value.

LEAD PROGRAMME FACILITATOR
Mr Andy Lim Yew Loon, Co-founder and Director of Universal Stage Pte Ltd

Andy leads the Strategic Initiative division, Universal Stage, where he works in partnership 
with companies on various high value projects to enhance their business capabilities by 
adopting a holistic approach to integrate multiple management ideologies into long term 
business process planning. 

He is the Lead Resultant and Concept Change Specialist 
for both listed and growing enterprises. Using his vast 
experiences in consulting and close working relationships 
with companies, Andy designs and develops programmes
that are practical and applicable to the workplace. His 
ability to incorporate real-life examples in his trainings has 
resulted in high praises from participants. Andy conducts 
public run courses and customised in-house programmes
for companies of different industries including trading, 
construction, medical, beauty and wellness, 
manufacturing, retail and food & beverage.

Appointed as the consultant by SME 
Center @ ASME (previously known as 
EDC@ASME) for their Productivity 
Management Programme, he had provided 
consultancy advice to companies on 
productivity. He held secretarial portfolios 
for various National level training 
programmes to study, conceptualise and 
implement multi-pronged approaches, 
reaching out to targeted companies on 
implementing sustainable and integrative 
systems including ADVANTAGE! for SMEs, 
PREPARE, PREPARE Community, Capability 
Development Grant and the 
Max Talent Programme.

Prior to co-founding Universal Stage, 
Andy was the Head of Job Redesign & 
Employability of Older Workers at the 
Singapore National Employers 
Federation (SNEF) where he managed 
three national project portfolios, namely 
the Tripartite Action Group (TAG); Job 
Redesign Training Programme (JRTP); 
and the Grant Scheme for Persons with 
Disabilities (PWD). He was also involved 
in the Customer Centric Initiative and 
Job Recreation for the hotel industry.
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EXPERIENCE
Customer experience will be the key differentiator to attract and retain more 
customers in a world where products become increasingly homogeneous.

The EXPERIENCE track will up the game for service providers to deliver 
exceptional service to customer by triggering and evoking positive emotions via 
the development of Standard Emotional Procedure (SEP). 

OUTCOMES
A. Understand the interplay of service and the various 

emotions experienced by customers

B. Identify and differentiate the various states of 
customer feelings and emotions

C. Design and map a detail customer service journey 
that is filled with fun and excitement

D. Deploy stimulus at trigger points to evoke emotions 
to drive repeat purchases

E. Retain premium customers by entrenching high value 
propositions in the mind of customers 
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NEGOTIATE
The fact that every individual is unique and that there is limited resources sets 
the stage for a difference in opinions and intense tug-of-war competitions. 

The NEGOTIATE track will equip the participant with critical skills to secure an 
agreement on decisions and/or outcome(s) that is acceptable to the parties 
under discussion. 

OUTCOMES
A. Define and set negotiation objectives and possible 

outcomes scenarios 

B. Understand the various types, stages and styles 
of negotiations 

C. Develop strategies and techniques to be successful at 
the negotiation table

D. Unlock value for your enterprise and all parties for an 
optimum solution

E. Build reputation as a fair, trusted and effective negotiator 
to support long term relationships
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MANAGE
Often termed as the greatest asset, human capital plays an instrumental role in 
the execution of the enterprises’ strategies, initiatives and action plans to 
achieve targets. 

The MANAGE track will provide participants with the skills to deal with 
grievances and disciplinary matters to achieve workplace harmony while 
motivating employees to drive performance. 

OUTCOMES
A. Put in place procedures to facilitate grievances hearing 

and to conduct disciplinary meetings

B. Hear and manage employee grievances and promote 
workplace harmony 

C. Conduct disciplinary meetings to enforce rules and 
promote productivity

D. Conduct performance review and appraisals to monitor 
and track performance

E. Understand and use motivational theories to encourage 
employees to raise performance 
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PRESENT
The content of a presentation, regardless of its depth or relevance, is only as 
good as the ability of the presenter to truly connect with his or her audiences. 

The PRESENT track aims to bridge the final gap for those who are ready with 
their presentation content to convey the intent effectively, on a one-to-one basis 
or to a larger pool of people. 

OUTCOMES
A. Set clear and precise presentation objectives to well 

segmented audiences

B. Plan appropriate actions for the various stages of 
the presentation 

C. Overcome fear and present confidently to the target 
audience with flair

D. Use techniques to deliver impactful presentation that 
leaves a lasting impression

E. Convey the message effectively and achieve the intended 
outcome by driving actions
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CREATE
Creativity is a defining characteristic of a human being and our ancestors have 
been using it since ancient times through the telling of mystical stories and 
artistic drawings on walls of caves. 

The CREATE track will provide the participant with the skills to use creativity 
principles and methods to provide the much needed edge for enterprises in this 
uncertain and competitive “new” normal.

OUTCOMES
A. Aware of current trends and future studies that shape 

uncertainty and see opportunities 

B. Use various ways to boost up the current level of 
creativity in the enterprise 

C. Be flexible and use creativity principles and methods to 
devise new ways to resolve problems

D. Develop initiatives and ways to increase value to raise 
competitiveness 

E. Assume the role of change champion to permeate 
creativity as one of the enterprises’ core value
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Exclusive Niche Track

This four days exclusive niche track extends the nine tracks of the growing and 
transforming enterprises with a niche focus by using a real life company so that 
participants can gain strategic insights into how the company integrates their 
departments to deliver significantly better results, even during the COVID period.

Overview

Co-designed, developed and jointly delivered by current practicing head of 
departments at Eurasia Global, this niche track is a rare opportunity for participants 
to relate what they have learned from the nine tracks under the advanced diploma in 
growing and transforming enterprises to actual real life implementations via a 
growing and transforming F & B company. 

The track provides holistic content covering casual restaurant operations, 
procurement, research and development, food processing and supply chain with the 
intent to explain the interlinkages and how the various F&B functions work in tandem 
to provide competitive advantages for its own restaurants operations and the 
business clients they serve.

Learners who have interest in the F&B industry and/or wish to look for the best-in-
class practices and cross pollinate new ideas into their own enterprises should 
attend this track. 

High Applicability & Practicality

To double down on the effectiveness of this track, it will be delivered with content 
inputs from the company’s head of departments, who are themselves building a 
growing and transforming enterprise.  This will ensure that the relevance of what will 
be shared, will be as real as it gets for the learners.

Participants will be able to see how the procurement department source for raw 
ingredients to suit different specs, how the processing department cuts, marinates 
and cooks with inputs from the R&D department to adapt to the restaurant operations 
to raise their productivity and how the supply chain department supports the entire 
warehousing and delivery process. 

Because the company sells directly to other restaurants, supermarkets and resellers, 
we will also be able to understand how the sales department uses the combined 
synergistic strengths of the various departments to provide competitive advantage for 
their clients.

HOLISTIC VALUE CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT IN F&B OUTCOMES

A. Understand the basic restaurant flow for causal dinning using a real restaurant 
dinning concept

B. Calculate food and labour cost and present a basic monthly profit and lost 
statement for the restaurant

C. Gain insights into the interplay by procurement, research & development, food 
processing, warehouse logistics and delivery departments in supporting 
restaurant operations 

D. Comprehend the processes involved in developing a new product and be able to 
formulate a product birth certificate

E. Identify and present the competitive advantages that can be offered via the 
synergistic strength of the holistic value chain to businesses restaurants, retail 
supermarkets and resellers.
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The RESULTS Programme is designed, developed and delivered with the intent to bring 
practical outcomes for progressive learners via integrated and synergistic learning. 

Business owners, management, key personnel, front line operational employees and 
anyone who is keen to gain a comprehensive coverage of the key areas driving the 
growth and transformation of enterprises should attend ALL nine tracks. 

Minimum Programme Attendance

Participants are strongly encouraged to set aside dedicated time to fully benefit from 
the intensive programme and must complete a minimum of 75% attendance. 

Commitment to Active Participation

The programme requires a high level of commitment from attendees in the participation 
of activities during on-site sessions and submission of assignments and progress 
updates after the workshops.

Interview to Determine Suitability

Singapore Management University (SMU) Academy and Universal Stage reserves the 
right to accept only those who demonstrate a strong desire to learn and progress.  
Interviews on the reason for attending the programme may be conducted to assess the 
suitability of applicants.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND RESULTS?
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PROGRAMME FEE
Programme Fee (SGD) Fee Payable 

(exclusive of GST)
Fee Payable 
(inclusive of GST)

Full Fee for 2-day Programme SGD 2,000 SGD 2,140

Full Fee for 3-day Programme SGD 3,000 SGD 3,210

FUNDING
SME-Sponsored Employees

Programme Funding GST Fee Payable 
(inclusive of GST)

2-day Programme SGD 1,800 SGD 42 SGD 242

3-day Programme SGD 2,700 SGD 63 SGD 363

70% SSG Funding and 20% Enhanced Training Support for SMEs
For SMEs sponsoring employees who are Singapore Citizens or Singapore Permanent Residents

SMEs are defined as companies having: (1) Minimum 30% local shareholding AND (2) Company Group annual 
sales turnover not more than S$100 million OR Company Group employment size not more than 200 workers.
Group tracing includes all coporate shareholder(s) holding more than 50% of the total shareholding of the 
company and subsequent corporate parents and all subsidiaries of the company.

Absentee Payroll 

Companies who sponsor their employees for the course may apply for Absentee Payroll via 
the Enterprise Portal for Jobs and Skills.

Self-Sponsored Individuals

Programme Funding GST Fee Payable 
(inclusive of GST)

2-day Programme SGD 1,800 SGD 42 SGD 242

3-day Programme SGD 2,700 SGD 63 SGD 363

70% SSG Funding and 20% SkillsFuture Mid-Career Enhanced Subsidy
For Singapore Citizens aged 40 years and above

Programme Funding GST Fee Payable 
(inclusive of GST)

2-day Programme SGD 1,400 SGD 42 SGD 642

3-day Programme SGD 2,100 SGD 63 SGD 963

70% SSG Funding
For Singapore Citizens aged below 40 years and Singapore Permanent Residents

SkillsFuture Credit

Singaporean Citizens, aged 25 and above and self-funding, may use their SkillsFuture
Credit to defray part of the course fee.  SkillsFuture Credit claims may be submitted by 
logging in via myskillsfuture.sg.

Note: Most claims will be approved within a day. Upon approval, please submit your approved 
SkillsFuture Claim ID and Claim Amount to accts_bm_smua@smu.edu.sg.

CONTACT US
Ms Selina Tan
Director, Universal Stage
Learning & Development, Client Relations

Tel : 6222 2461 / 6221 1241
Email : selina@ustage.com.sg

For more information and enrolment form, please visit :
RESULTS Official Website
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Learn and apply the real life experiences and knowledge 
over the four tracks and drive transformative performance for 

growing enterprises. Watch yourself and our four main characters 
transform into the embodiment of the tracks: the backward Caveman 
turning into a smart Strategist; the tiny coward “Jit Jit” (yellow bird) 

turning into a People-oriented, proactive lady; the expressionless 
Zombie turning into an approachable and helpful Service employee 
who serves with a sincere heart; and the cheeky, laidback Monkey 

turning into a highly efficient Salesman.

In the world of growing enterprises riddled with 
countless challenges, embark on this enriching 

journey towards the world of RESULTS!  
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